J29	IDEAS AND   BELIEFS
Like Calvin Luther was a predestfoarian and
determinist hut he was also a conservative and
sooa became alarmed abont the position taken
by many extremists once the Reformation was
under way He had really wanted the Church
to reform Itself but when he alienated Borne he
had perforce to rely more and more on the
secular powers which finally resulted hi the
state church form which became pronounced hi
Prussia and later elsewhere Whereas Calvin
wished the Church to be at least the equal of
the State and in some respects its superior
Luther s rebellion resulted in the reverse a
etete controlled epiECOpahanism See Calvinism
Presbrtenamsm
L.UT-MAG
•who deliberately destroyed spinning and farm
machinery in England in the early part of the
19th cent fearing that snch devices would
destroy their livelihood Their name was taken
from the eccentric Ned Lad who had done the
same Sn a leas organised way two or three
decades earlier Ihe Luddites worst fears
were of course not realised for far from putting
human, beings out of work the industrial revo
lution created Jobs for a vastly increased popu
lation Luddism dormant for over a century
is beginning to appear again if hi muted form
Public anxiety about the rapid growth in
computer technology is manifesting itself in the
form of such groups as the Society for the
Abolition of Data Processing Machines -which
while not of course dedicated to the physical
destruction of computers orge for social and
even governmental checks on the development
of such things aa data banks These are
vast computer memory stores listing compre
hensive records concerning all the people living
in a city or country and able to cross reference
them in a way that has never previously been
possible The arguments for and against, such
data banks and other developments hi computer
technology are beyond the scope of this section
but the rise of this 20th cent Luddism is of
considerable historical and social significance
tiutheranism. Tie Reformation had a long
history before it became under Luther and
Calvin, an accepted fact. The mediaeval
Church had held (as the Catholic Church holds
today) that the sacraments were the indispen
sable means of salvation Since these were
exclusively administered by the clergy any
movement which attacked clerical abuses was
forced by sheer necessity to deny the Church e
exclusive control of the means of salvation
before it could become free from dependence on
a corrupt priesthood. Hence the Albigenses
and the Waldensea (<k v). the followers of John
Husand Wychf («««AnticlericaJlsm) were bound
to deny the authority of the Church and
emphasise that of the Bible Luther began
his movement primarily m order to reform the
Church from its gross abuses and the famous
ninety five theses nailed to the door of the
Church at Wittenberg m 1517 were not pri
marily theological but moral complaints dealing
with the actual behaviour of the clergy rather
than Church beliefs But unlike the earlier
reformers, Luther had arrived at the right
moment in history when economic individualism
and the force of nationalism were bound, sooner
or later to cause the authorities in Germany to
line up on his side. Thus he began with the
support of the peasants who were genuinely
shocked at the abuse of indulgences and other
matters, but ended up by being supported by
the noblemen who wanted to destroy the power
of the pope over the German states and looked
forward to confiscating the lands and property
of the- Church. When the peasants wanted the
reform of actual economic abuses relating to the
feudal system, Luther took the side of the nobles
against them. The contemporary movement in
Switzerland led by Ulrich Zwingil had no such
secular support and Zwingh was kflled in 1531.
Martin Luther (1483-1546) was the son of a
miner in Eisleben in Saxony entered the order
of Austin Friars m 1505 and later taught at the
newly founded university of Wittenberg After
the publication of the theses the real issue
so far as the Church was concerned was whether
he was willing or not to submit to the authority
of his superiors Luther refused to compromise
with his conscience in the famous words Here
I stand Icandonoother In a further state-
ment Luther recommended the formation of a
German national church the abolition of
indulgences and other means whereby Borne
obtained money from Germany and an end to
the celibacy of the clergy Vox this be was
naturally excommunicated. Bis teaching was
based on the German translation of the Bible,
but he was by no means a ftmrtprn«ntn.'Hg|; &jr
be denied that the Book of Hebrews was written
by Paul, would have nothing to do with the
Apocalypse, and regarded the letter of James as
an epistle of straw" The Scriptures were
open to all and could be interpreted by private
judgment enlightened by the Spirit of God.
 M
Mclnhaniam The name of Marshall McLuhan
came into wide prominence in Britain abont
1967 What 1= McLuhamsm? Or rather what
are the aspects of the unusual explorations of
this Canadian professor whose three books
appeared hi this country at about the same
time to make such an effective impact? The
titles of the books are The Mechanical Bnde
(1951) The Gvknbcrg Galaxy (190.2) and
Understanding Media (1064) McLuban pours
out his ideas about the whole process of
communication as it has extended mankind s
horizons and therefore mankind hiniDelf from
the invention of movable type up to and
through the mechanical age We are hi the
midst of a revolution right now with vast
sociological and technological changes and we
have not yet attained a language to match our
need for communication in the new electronic
age It is the form of the new media—radio
television fflmn and so on—which affects our
patterns of human association rather than the
contents Hence the phrase the medium is
the message. It is therefore McLuhans
purpose to understand the social changes
brought about by all these media which out
side the body and outside the brain, are exten
eions of oneself—the telephone photography
record players radio, T V computers and so
on All these are wielding a power over tis
beyond our control and McLuhan tarns his
sardonic witty epigrammatic eye and pen. on
the new cryptic, changing Electronic Man
HcLuhan is a joker all right but a very original
one and underneath the compelling and allu
sive wit are seams of sense stfll to be explored as
tune goes on The ideas of The CevHeeixag
Galaxy are in essence that there have been two
great turning points in human understanding
since man learnt to read and write the in
vent ion of the printed book and now the present
electronic revolution The old linear logical
method of thought and expression affected areas
of our activity beyond what are normally
associated with printing or even language now
too the present transformation is changing
civilisation in a way still to be assessed, with
profound and unsuspected changes in attitudes
and thinking We are being tightened up into
a global village," information flooding In to
us from everywhere in unmanageable quantities
time and space being annihilated* There seems
nothing which will not be affected our person
alities the relations between individuals and
between communities, war crime race, re
ligkm. literature everything Like a boxer
McLuhan. jabs this way and that with an
aphorism here and an epigram there and
allusions an the time. In a whirling attack on
so many things about which we have grown
comfortable and complacent, we are drawn in
to construe the exciting messages from the
frontier of a new and exciting age.
Magic, a form of belief originating in very early
days and based on the primitive b inability to
distinguish between similarity and Identity
The simplest example would perhaps be the
fertility rites in which it is believed that a
ceremony involving sexual relations between
men and women win bring about fertility in the
harvest. Or the idea that sticking Dins in an
Image of an Individual will bring about harm

